INTRODUCTION
============

In recent years, there has been a concerted effort to include more authentic research practices within science, technology, engineering, and mathematics courses across various science disciplines and educational levels (e.g., [@B28], [@B29]; [@B1]; [@B32]; [@B25], [@B26]). In postsecondary education, the incorporation of authentic research practices in the classroom are often referred to as course-based undergraduate research experiences (CUREs). CUREs are aimed at developing student knowledge and competence to perform more authentic research rather than the ability to follow traditional recipe-like protocols ([@B5]). There have been various attempts to classify the meaning of a CURE (e.g., [@B40]; [@B21]; [@B8]). Commonly, CUREs incorporate five components identified by [@B5]: 1) they involve the use of scientific research practices; 2) they have elements of discovery; 3) their products have broader relevance or importance; 4) they afford opportunities for collaboration; and finally, 5) they emphasize the purpose of and allow for iteration of experiments. For the purpose of this essay, we adopt a broad definition of a CURE as a course wherein students engage in activities resembling those done by scientists in a particular field to conduct novel investigations about relevant phenomena that are currently unknown.

In response to the abovementioned calls for more integration of authentic scientific practices into undergraduate curricula, there has been an increase in the number of CUREs being implemented and studied across a range of disciplines, formats, and academic levels (see CUREnet \[n.d.\] for examples of different CURE projects). Most notably, these efforts have been primarily documented within biology and related subdisciplines (e.g., [@B18]; [@B24]) in which the motivation has been to better prepare students to keep pace with ongoing research advances in the life sciences ([@B31]). Whereas several examples of CUREs have also been cited in the chemistry education literature (e.g., [@B41]), fewer have been published for other scientific disciplines, including biochemistry (e.g., [@B15]; [@B11]), the focus of this essay. Typically, when CUREs are implemented, they are either adapted from a pre-established CURE (e.g., Science Education Alliance Phage Hunters Advancing Genomics and Evolutionary Science; [@B18]; [@B16]); or they can be backward-designed to create an experience that targets a specific learning, departmental, or university goal (e.g., [@B35]); or, as in the present project ([@B11]), they can be developed and molded from a faculty member's own research.

There are few examples of published CURE studies with explicitly defined learning outcomes (LOs; e.g., [@B15]; [@B22]; [@B30]; [@B37]). In general, when it comes to LOs in CUREs, they fall into three categories: either they are not explicitly stated, or they are adapted from the abovementioned five components of a CURE ([@B5]) or another similar published source (e.g., [@B6]; [@B30]), or they are actually based on the CURE's content or technical activities (e.g., [@B15]; [@B22]; [@B20]; [@B37]). Also, the focus tends to be on broadly applicable skills across CUREs in general. These might be good for assessing whether a course is CURE-like or not and for establishing broad goals for the students or faculty members to strive toward. But in order to more fully establish the development of research competence in students, it is essential to also identify and assess the unique and specific course-based undergraduate research abilities (or CURAs) that students might acquire during the course. In this regard, a literature review by [@B10] outlined various proposed benefits and outcomes of CUREs, mostly pertaining to the five components of CUREs proposed by [@B5], and commented on how well they were documented. But again, Corwin and coworkers did not focus on the range of CURAs students would be expected to develop in particular CUREs.

When CURE projects are uploaded to the CUREnet database (CUREnet, n.d.), the LOs are usually included, but not all such projects are accompanied by explanations as to what process was used to identify them. Usually, the LOs are either contrived by instructors or, at the most, identified by a group of instructors in a consensus-building session. It is often not clear whether the claimed learning outcomes are merely anticipated learning outcomes (ALOs) or objectives suggested by instructors or verified learning outcomes (VLOs) confirmed from analysis of student responses to assessments. Indeed, it seems that ALOs and LOs are often used interchangeably. Furthermore, in some cases, scientists who incorporate their own research in a CURE classroom may have difficulty identifying their ALOs, let alone their VLOs. As stated by [@B2], the establishment of ALOs or objectives for a course is an essential step in the educational process. ALOs will inform what and how students will be assessed, what and how instructors will teach, and what and how students will learn if they are to achieve the desired LOs. In line with this thinking, [@B36], [@B2], and many others have pointed out that the assessment method and instrument must be selected with the specific outcomes of the CURE under study in mind. But particular problems arise when trying to evaluate a CURE with an assessment instrument that was developed for a different CURE or context. To address the above concerns, a framework has been proposed to help robustly evaluate CUREs and the learning that takes place in them ([@B7]). A key component of the framework is to first identify the outcomes of the course, but once again, these authors do not provide a clear way to do so ([@B7]; [@B36]). Thus, there is a need to develop a rigorous process for identifying the CURAs that compose the ALOs associated with CUREs. In our view, this is key to more fully understanding how CUREs can benefit undergraduate education and the future of novice researchers. To our knowledge, no rigorous, data-driven process is currently available to identify such CURAs unique to a specific CURE that instructors anticipate students will develop (i.e., ALOs). In our view, this is a crucial first step before assessment design and confirmation of the actual VLOs of a CURE can be achieved.

Thus, the goal of this essay is to report on our development of a data-driven process for identifying the CURAs that instructors anticipate students will develop while experiencing the biochemistry laboratory CURE designed by [@B11] and coworkers. For reader convenience and clarity, an overview of our developed process is presented upfront in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, while the details of the process are included later in the *How to Apply the Five Steps of PICURA* section. To be in line with the terms CURE and CURA, we use the acronym PICURA to stand for [P]{.ul}rocess for [I]{.ul}dentifying [C]{.ul}ourse-Based [U]{.ul}ndergraduate [R]{.ul}esearch [A]{.ul}bilities. A list of all the acronyms used in this essay and their meanings is included in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

![Diagram detailing the inputs and outputs for each of the components of the five-step PICURA. Arrows A, B, and D = informing the process; arrow C = alignment steps showing consensus; arrow E = prioritization. The information gained from each component is additive, meaning that each component is informed by the previous process component. Because of the nature of this process as it moves through the steps (going from a content analysis, to an open-ended survey about the course activities, to an interview, to a Likert survey), data to identify and support the abilities increased with each subsequent step. There is one feedback loop, which acts as an alignment check between the generated abilities from the interview, the scope of the topics covered identified from the content analysis, and how scientists conduct research from the open-ended survey. The final process component provided additional evidence and filtering of the abilities via a Likert survey in which participants rate their importance and uniqueness to the course.](cbe-17-es4-g001){#F1}

###### 

Acronyms used in this essay and their meanings

  Acronym   Meaning
  --------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ALO(s)    Anticipated learning outcome(s)
  CURA(s)   Course-based undergraduate research ability(ies)
  CURE(s)   Course-based undergraduate research experience(s)
  LO(s)     Learning outcome(s)
  LR        [An example of a "lower-rated" CURA statement:]{.ul}Recognize how proteins that are closely related by evolution can have dramatically different functions
  PICURA    [P]{.ul}rocess for [I]{.ul}dentifying [C]{.ul}ourse-Based [U]{.ul}ndergraduate [R]{.ul}esearch [A]{.ul}bilities
  TR        [An example of a "top-rated" CURA statement:]{.ul}Determine using computational software whether, and where a ligand may be binding to a protein
  VLO(s)    Verified learning outcome(s)
  WR        Weighted-relevance

The five steps of PICURA shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} are 1) a content analysis of the lab protocols, 2) an open-ended survey about how scientists conduct similar research to what the students do when performing the lab protocols, 3) a follow-up semistructured interview, 4) an alignment check of the generated ability statements across the previous steps in the process, and 5) a Likert survey to prioritize the identified CURAs. For Steps 1--3 and Step 5, there are inputs (materials or participants used as a data source) and outputs (the resulting products from completing each step of the process). More specifically, the data sources include the CURE protocols (Step 1), nine course instructors (Steps 2 and 5), and the lead designer (Steps 2, 3, and 5). Step 4 does not have an input or output like the others. Rather, it is an alignment check to assure consensus between Steps 1--3 before proceeding to Step 5.

We identified the following criteria that we consider important to ensure that the structure and design of PICURA meets our abovementioned goal of providing a rigorous process for identifying CURAs that would be well supported by the data collected at each step. For each criterion, we indicate how it relates to the various arrows and links in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and refer to various supporting data, presented later in the *Illustration of the Five-Step Process* section, that in our view address the following four criteria: Is the process iterative? That is, do the data generated by each step inform the development and design of the instrument used in the subsequent step(s)? Arrows A, B, and D in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables 2](#T3){ref-type="table"}--[5](#T5){ref-type="table"} show how data inform the process.Does each part of the process give additional data so that together they give more clarity on the expected learning, in terms of CURA statements, than would be known from any one part of the process on its own? Arrows C, E, and the unlabeled arrows in Figure 1 and Tables 5--10 show how the final list of CURA statements are derived.Do the different types of data from each step of the process combine well to achieve consensus and internal alignment about the CURAs? Arrow E in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Tables [8](#T8){ref-type="table"} and [9](#T9){ref-type="table"} (Step 4) lead to the final list of CURA statements.Does the process prioritize the CURAs for instructors, researchers, or other stakeholders? That is, what is the sequence of CURA importance in terms of being relevant to the course of interest? Arrow E in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 10](#T10){ref-type="table"} demonstrate the prioritization of the final list of CURA statements.

HOW TO APPLY THE FIVE STEPS OF PICURA
=====================================

Context: A Biochemistry Lab CURE
--------------------------------

We used the biochemistry CURE described by [@B11] to develop PICURA. This CURE has only recently been developed by instructors and course designers and is currently being implemented at seven different institutions. The lab is based on modern biochemistry research techniques (e.g., [@B23]) and aims to provide students with a scientific research experience through a unique combination of computational and wet-lab experiences for which a range of independent protocols have been developed as activities for the CURE ([@B11]). The students uncover new knowledge about the function of some of the many proteins listed on the Protein Data Bank (PDB; [www.rcsb.org](http://www.wwpdb.org)) whose structure is known but whose function has not yet been established. In addition to developing technical skills, students get the opportunity to develop their thinking, reasoning, and visualization abilities through the application of their biochemistry knowledge to solving problems in novel situations, generating and testing hypotheses through rigorous experimentation, and processing and evaluating results.

Each lab protocol is formatted to contain a background section that introduces either the computational programs and databases or the biochemical techniques being used as part of that particular activity. The background sections also include discussion of the method used, as well as some rationale for why a method was chosen and information about how it works. The protocols also provide either simulations to run or instructional steps that need to be completed when performing the computational modules and biochemical assays (for a list and description of all protocols, see [@B11]).

Participants
------------

A total of 10 project members volunteered to participate in different aspects of the development of PICURA, including acting as informants and responding to our data-gathering instruments. Of the participants, nine were instructors of our biochemistry CURE at seven different institutions. Of these volunteers, all had played a role in developing the CURE. The other participant was the "lead designer," who was also the lead principal investigator and creator of the CURE project. The authors (S.M.I., N.J.P., and T.R.A.) developed the PICURA described in this paper and are also responsible for the educational evaluation of the whole project. The work reported in this essay was officially reviewed, and the data-collection protocols were approved by the Purdue University Institutional Review Board (IRB \#1604017549).

The Guiding Framework for the Development of PICURA
---------------------------------------------------

Because the goal was to design a process for the identification of the CURAs that instructors anticipated students will develop in our biochemistry CURE, a guiding framework was needed to take inventory of the important components of the course and turn them into ability statements. Toward this end, the conceptual-reasoning-mode (CRM) model of [@B33] was chosen to guide this work. This model has previously been successfully applied to the identification of visual competencies in biochemistry learning ([@B33], [@B34]), the structuring of verb--noun reasoning statements, and the design of assessments of student reasoning and problem-solving abilities ([@B4]). In addition, the CRM model has been used to guide research looking at how scientists use evolutionary trees ([@B19]) and how they explain molecular and cellular mechanisms ([@B39]) and, together with the assessment triangle ([@B27]), to guide the development of assessment instruments ([@B14]). The CRM model offers a useful way to account for all the concepts (C), types or modes (M) of representations, and ways of reasoning (R) with those concepts (RC) and representations (RM; [@B33], [@B34]). During the development of PICURA, the CRM model was used to inform the construction of ability statements composed of verbs (reasoning skills) paired with nouns (important concepts or representations; [@B33]). In addition, it was used to guide the data-collection and data-analysis processes at each step of PICURA and to inform the identification of the nature of the reasoning composing each CURA that is used when scientists engage with concepts and representations of phenomena.

Details of the Five Steps of PICURA: Instruments and Data Analysis
------------------------------------------------------------------

This section describes PICURA, the purpose of each step, and how data were collected and analyzed at each step to progressively identify the CURAs. We decided to use various qualitative research methodologies, which in our view and that of [@B12], would afford an effective approach for thoroughly understanding the learning opportunities presented in our biochemistry CURE learning environment. Whereas the five steps of PICURA in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} were outlined in the *Introduction*, in this section, we provide readers with sufficient details to repeat the process at their own institutions. As will become apparent, PICURA was designed to be both reflective and iterative (see Criterion 1), meaning that each data-collection step is informed by the results of the previous step ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, arrows A--D). The reflective nature of PICURA, in conjunction with prioritizing the course-specific ability statements in Step 5, allows for progressively gaining more insight into the nature of the CURAs.

### Step 1: Content Analysis.

Content analysis is a process used to interpret and better understand what is being conveyed in text or other forms of communications, resulting in exact data about the information contained within a document ([@B9]; [@B17]). In education research, it is common to perform a content analysis on a variety of course documents (lecture slides, student lab reports, notes, etc.) to identify what students should be learning and to evaluate the content covered in a course. The purpose of the content analysis in PICURA was to identify the concepts (C) and representations (M) of relevance to the various biochemical and computational techniques described in the lab protocols and to gain insight into how information is provided to students and how this CURE is structured.

To analyze the lab protocol data, we used an inductive approach ([@B38]), guided by the CRM model ([@B33], [@B34]). In practice, this means there were no specific concepts or representations that were predetermined; rather, the identity of the concepts and representations emerged from analysis and inductive coding of the narratives in the protocols. This allowed for the development of a list of common and recurring concepts and representations that students are exposed to during the course and are accountable for knowing (see [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} for an example of this). Additionally, the content analysis gave insight into how information was presented in the protocols to the students and provided a better context of how a given course using this curriculum would be conducted. The outputs of the content analysis (Step 1) informed the development of the open-ended survey used in Step 2 (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, arrow A).

### Step 2: Open-Ended Survey.

The next step was to survey, with open-ended questions, all instructors and designers about the important concepts and representations that scientists would use and reason with when they do research using the types of methods included in the biochemistry CURE. The open-ended survey was distributed using Qualtrics ([www.qualtrics.com](http://www.qualtrics.com)), an Internet-based survey and data-collection platform. The open-ended questions provided participants with an opportunity to elaborate on the observed concepts and representations identified in the content analysis by additionally probing participants for examples of how they as scientists would use (reason with) such concepts (RC) and representations (RM) while conducting research similar to research in this biochemistry CURE (see Criterion 1). The questions were intentionally worded to have participants reflect upon how they or other scientists would approach the situation, rather than eliciting any personal beliefs about the learning objectives or ALOs of their CURE, which might vary across institutions. Two examples of the questions are provided in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}; the entire set of open-ended survey questions is provided as Supplemental Material. Also, as part of the open-ended survey, participants were asked to list representations that were important to the course (chemical equations, visualizations of molecules, outputs from experiments, graphs, etc.). The open-ended survey results, or outputs from Step 2, were analyzed for common themes and for how the participants reported they were using or reasoning with the different concepts and representations. This led to the emergence of basal-level RC and RM statements, which were noted for further consideration in Step 3 (in line with Criteria 1 and 2). In addition, responses needing more elaboration to generate CURA statements were noted for discussion during the interview, Step 3 (see Criteria 1 and 2). All the analyzed data from Step 2 informed the development of an interview protocol for Step 3 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, arrow B).

###### 

Selected prompts from the course survey given to the CURE instructors and development team members

  Open-ended survey prompts about computational techniques and representations
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Explain how you, or other scientists, use computational work and protein structural data to investigate protein function.
  Please list and describe the types of representations you use, and how you use them, when thinking about or explaining protein function. Representations include but are not limited to items such as the following: Coomassie-stained gels, graphs, computer models, activity assays, protein structures, sketches, diagrams, Bradford assays.

### Step 3: Interview.

An interview was conducted with the lead designer to elaborate on the instructors' open-ended survey responses and to identify a clearer and more accurate range of RC and RM statements. Additionally, the interview provided the opportunity to capture the reasoning that scientists would apply to those representations mentioned during Step 2 ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) and provided for discussion during the interview ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). It also afforded the opportunity to discuss how students would use the representations and the concepts related to them as part of the course as well as other difficulties the students might face (the full interview protocol is provided as Supplemental Material). The interviewee was allowed to explain their reasoning and interpretation of these representations, the concepts related to them, and how they would expect students to use them as part of this CURE. The interviewee was also asked to discuss what students would be accountable for knowing when it comes to various representations or techniques, as well as any difficulties students have encountered with any of the CURE activities. However, the interviewer never directly asked for any opinions about the expected CURAs of this CURE. Instead, the development of the interview protocol was directly informed by the open-ended survey, Criteria 1 and 2 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, arrow B).

###### 

Example of a portion of the semistructured interview protocol informed by the open-ended survey ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, arrow B) question about important representations used when thinking about protein function ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"})

  Interview prompts pertaining to representations
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\. In the survey, there was a question asking you to list and describe the types of representations you use, and how you use them, when thinking about or explaining protein function. You provided the following representations:
    A. *Enzyme assays: chemical reaction drawings help us to understand how the parts of a protein catalyze a reaction.*
    B. *Molecular visualization: ligand binding demonstrates if a substrate binds to an active site.*
      i. Enzyme assays
      ii. Chemical reaction drawings
        1. How the parts of a protein catalyze a reaction
      iii. Molecular visualization
        1. Ligand binding
    Could you please talk me through:
    a) How you would use each representation to reason about protein function?
    b) What types of biochemistry representations are useful for students to be familiar with to help them in this course?
    c) How you would like students to use them?
    d) What you observed students doing with each representation?
    e) Whether these representations are new to the students, or did they have some previous experiences with them? If so, describe the experiences they had.
    f) How would you know if students were having difficulties and whether they were improving?
    g) What type of things did students do to practice and overcome these difficulties?

The interview was semistructured with a single participant, the lead designer (performed by S.M.I.). This allowed for guidance concerning what the interviewer wanted to learn from the interview, but allowed for flexibility to discover new, relevant, ideas being shared by the interviewee ([@B9]). The lead designer was selected for the interview because the lead designer was the most intimately familiar with the CURE and so was representative of other knowledgeable faculty members designing and implementing it. This provided an opportunity to gain greater insight into the responses to the open-ended survey and into the CURE of interest.

The interview transcripts acted as the primary data source for generating and fine-tuning the relevant CURA statements. The transcript was analyzed and coded, per the CRM model ([@B33]; [@B4]), for reasoning with concepts (RC) and representations (RM). CURA statements were generated from the interview transcript by constructing CRM verb--noun pairs from the RC and RM codes. The initial ability statements were generated by looking at RC- or RM-coded segments and doing thought experiments about not only the direct verb--noun pair articulated by the interviewee but any others that would apply to the coded segment. In other words, taking account of the skills that the interviewee discussed led to additional possible CURA statements that could apply to the discussion of the CURE.

### Step 4: Alignment Check.

After the initial list of CURA statements had been generated from the interview (Step 3), they were first related back and matched to the data obtained from the content analysis (Step 1) and the open-ended survey (Step 2) to ensure that there was alignment across all data sets (Criterion 3; see [Tables 8](#T8){ref-type="table"} and [9](#T9){ref-type="table"} for an example). If there was a case in which a CURA statement was not aligned with all data sets (e.g., a CURA statement generated from a portion of the interview was not directly related to the CURE), it would be considered erroneous and ignored. This alignment process ensured that the identified CURA statements were supported by the data gathered about the CURE and that all the observed prominent concepts and representations had been accounted for by the CURA statements (Criterion 3). As part of this step, CURA statements were also refined and optimized by comparing statements to reduce overlap and by conducting a member check with the interview participant, which reduced the total number of CURA statements. After this step, the CURA statements were ready to be prioritized by participants using a two-tier Likert survey (Step 5; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, arrow D).

### Step 5: Likert Survey.

After the specific CURA statements had been generated, a Likert-scale survey was used to prioritize them according to what the participants perceived as important to their courses, thereby addressing Criterion 4. Though the proposed utility of PICURA is that the CURAs authentically arise from data, before they can be used to assess student learning and to evaluate this CURE, they must be agreed upon in terms of their appropriateness to this CURE. To achieve this, the CURA statements were evaluated by all instructors and designers with a three-option, two-tiered, Likert survey using Qualtrics. Each CURA was rated on whether the participants expected it to be acquired or further developed by students in the course and whether it was important to the course or specific goals of each participant ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Example of the three-option, two-tiered, Likert-scale questions for ranking the CURA statements

  Tier     Likert question                                                      Option 1                          Option 2                                 Option 3
  -------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- -------------------------
  First    This ability should have been acquired:                              NOT acquired in this lab course   In BOTH this lab and some other course   ONLY in this lab course
  Second   How important is this to your students' functioning as scientists?   Unimportant                       Undecided                                Important

For discerning which of the CURAs had the most consensus for this CURE, both Likert questions were used in tandem and a novel weighted-relevance (WR) value was calculated. WR assigns a weight to the options from the Likert scale, such that the abilities could be ranked by how relevant they were to their course. WR is a sum of the participants' scores for their responses to the Likert-scale questions times a multiple between −1 and +1 (see [Eq. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} for an example).

A weight of +1 was given for preferred responses indicating that the CURA was unique to an individual's course and/or important (option 3 in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). For responses that were good, but not the preferred responses, such as in cases in which the CURA was acquired in both the individual's course and another course and/or the interviewee was undecided on its importance (option 2 in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), a multiple of +0.5 was assigned. For the negative cases, in which a participant thought that the CURA was not acquired in his or her course or was unimportant (option 1 in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), a multiple of −1 was assigned to remove contributions to the WR scores from those abilities with these responses. Thus, the WR scale can range from −2 times the number of participants (the CURA was rated as "NOT acquired in this lab course" and "unimportant" by all participants) to positive +2 times the number of participants (the CURA was rated as "ONLY in this lab course" and "important" by all participants). Because there were 10 participants for the Likert survey, the WR score could range from −20 to +20. This score indicates the most relevant CURAs to the curriculum, which is important for prioritizing feasible outcomes for our CURE. This step put an emphasis on unique CURAs that students might not have experienced or developed fully if they had not taken a course, which was highlighted by [@B36] as a crucial step for the evaluation of CUREs.

ILLUSTRATION OF THE FIVE-STEP PROCESS
=====================================

In this section, we use two selected research abilities to illustrate how PICURA ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) was used to identify and prioritize the CURAs of relevance to the biochemistry CURE of [@B11]. Additionally, the data will be used to demonstrate how each of our four criteria were met while designing the process.

Examples of How Steps 1--3 of PICURA Were Applied to Our Biochemistry CURE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Step 1: Content Analysis.

The CURE protocols (see [@B11]) were designed in a modular manner so that they could be stand-alone protocols (i.e., they did not directly reference other protocols and could be done independently from one another) and were organized with a background section providing details on the computational program, technique, or biochemical assay that the students would be doing. This was followed by, in general, either a tutorial in the case of computational protocols or an outlined procedure in the case of biochemical protocols. The content analysis of all the lab protocols revealed many different concepts (C) and related representations (M; see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). An example of how the protocols were used in Step 1 is provided in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}, with a small excerpt from the ProMOL protocol ([@B11]).

###### 

Example of conducting Step 1 of PICURA: Content analysis of the protocols---ProMOL module

  Excerpt from protocol^a^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Analysis →                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Output^a^
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  The first step in our function-prediction process is to compare a protein of [unknown function against a library of enzyme active sites from the Catalytic Site Atlas]{.ul} that constitute the **motif** template library of ProMOL. Each catalytic site **motif** template typically consists of 2--5 amino acid residues that have a [fixed spatial and distance relationship]{.ul}. The example shown \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A\] is an alignment for a serine protease.   Read through all lab protocols highlighting passages and coding them for whether they are pertaining to concepts or representations. Then take note of the underlying concepts or representations being portrayed. Additionally, take note of how protocols are organized, how information is presented to the reader, and how protocols connect to one another.   **Concepts detected** Protein homologyProtein motifs **Representations detected** Protein visualization: software screen shots and stick representations of active site

^a^This portion of a single protocol is intended to showcase some of the breadth of concepts and representations covered by the protocols.

In [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}, the excerpt provided shows key words bolded to indicate concepts, while phrases that mention skills that students would be using pertaining to each concept are underlined. Within this example, the concepts of protein homology and protein motifs were portrayed and detected. The underlined phrases describe how to compare motifs computationally and what to look for. This protocol also contained an image of a protein of unknown function mapped onto a known protein's active site, using a protein stick representation ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The protocols outlined the key concepts and gave some examples of representations students may encounter. However, the nature of the protocols did not allow direct analysis of how the students would be connecting all the computational and biochemical techniques together or what types of explorations students might do after learning about the computational techniques or procedures to represent and link together all their collected data. Additionally, we asked the question, "Which representations other than what was presented in the protocols will the students produce or encounter, that scientists would likely use when conducting this type of research?" In other words, we did not assume that representations presented as part of the background information in the protocols provided a complete list of all the representations students would encounter while working through the protocols. For example, students are encouraged to use additional computational simulations, while some of the biochemical protocols give an example of the results (the SDS--PAGE protocol gives an example of a stained gel), but others do not (the protein purification protocol does not provide any representations of the chromatographic results). Thus, to begin to gain greater insight into the nature of the reasoning skills necessary for performing the protocols and to document a more exhaustive list of representations, we conducted an open-ended survey as Step 2 of PICURA (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Step 2, and [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). This in turn would allow us to meet Criterion 2 of our process.

![Two representations identified by PICURA. (A) Example of an alignment with a serine protease in the ProMOL module lab protocol, as part of the content analysis. (B) LigPlot+ graph mentioned in the open-ended survey and provided for the interview by the lead designer.](cbe-17-es4-g002){#F2}

###### 

Example of data yielded by Step 2 of PICURA: Open-ended survey

  Selected questions from the survey^a^                                                                                                             Analysis →                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Output: coded responses from the lead designer^a^
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Q:** Explain how you, or other scientists, use computational work and protein structural data to investigate protein function.                  Once all the participants (instructors and designers) had completed the open-ended survey, the responses were analyzed for the concepts and representations (bolded), as well as, the reasoning (italicized) applied.^b^ Additionally, participant responses and the level of detail they provided were recorded.   **A:** 1. Look for [structural alignments of the full]{.ul} **[protein backbone]{.ul}**[to]{.ul} *[identify]{.ul}* **[folds]{.ul}** [or families]{.ul} **[RM]{.ul}**. 2. Look for [template based alignments of]{.ul} **[small motifs]{.ul}**[to]{.ul} *[identify]{.ul}* **[active sites or ligand binding sitesRM]{.ul}**. 3. Look at **[sequence alignments (BLAST)]{.ul}**[to]{.ul} *[identify]{.ul}* **[protein familiesRM]{.ul}**. 4. Explore Pfam and UniProt to study the families. 5. *[Identify]{.ul}* [ligands that bind \[]{.ul}**[substrate binding]{.ul}**[\] to members of these protein families]{.ul}**[RC]{.ul}**. 6. *[Dock]{.ul}* [the]{.ul} **[ligands]{.ul}** [to the proteins and see \[]{.ul}*[determine]{.ul}*[\] if there are favorable]{.ul} **[binding energiesRM]{.ul}**.
  **Q:** Please list and describe the types of representations you use, and how you use them, when thinking about or explaining protein function.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       **A:** 1. Enzyme assays: **[chemical reaction drawings]{.ul}** [help us]{.ul} *[to understand]{.ul}*[how the parts of a protein catalyze a ­reaction]{.ul}**[RM]{.ul}**. 2. Molecular visualization: **[ligand binding]{.ul}***[demonstrates]{.ul}* [if a]{.ul} **[substrate]{.ul}** [binds to an]{.ul} **[active siteRC]{.ul}** \[e.g., a LigPlot+ figure was provided and is shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B\].
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        **Output: general observations**
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Participants tended to discuss items in sequential order, often similar to how they are presented to the students.Though reasoning elements were identified, they were at a basal level.

^a^Full set of survey questions and responses for the lead designer is provided in the Supplemental Material.

^b^Underlining indicates either an RM or RC (superscript) coded segment with verbs (italics) showing reasoning associated with the noun (bold), which is either a concept or representation.

### Step 2: Open-Ended Survey.

The open-ended survey yielded data about how scientists (instructors and designers of the CURE) would perform the research described in the protocols. This, in turn, generated preliminary information about the types of reasoning the participants would expect students to use during the lab. Selected example responses from the lead designer are provided in [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}. These responses were typical of the type of responses received from the other participants (unpublished data). When analyzing the lead designer's responses ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}), some of the reasoning (shown in italics) with various concepts (RC) and representations (RM; both bolded) became much clearer to the authors compared with those identified in Step 1, but the data were still not comprehensive enough to generate clear CURA statements. The nature of the responses was listed stepwise and aligned with the progression of the CURE activities and how they were presented in the protocols ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). Though these response examples ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}) were relatively brief, some insight into exactly what scientists use each program or technique for and how they use them started to emerge. Thus, Step 2 suggested that we were starting to meet Criterion 2, in that it was yielding additional information to build on the findings from Step 1. The question about the types of representations provided an opportunity to gain greater insight regarding what other representations may be encountered or generated by students during this CURE. Some of the representations mentioned during this data-collection step had not been previously identified in the protocols ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Though the open-ended survey provided more details about the possible set of CURAs students may be expected to develop, responses were not detailed enough to determine the extent of student proficiency that would be required for each CURA or to provide a more comprehensive range of possible CURAs for the CURE (Criteria 1 and 2; see [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). For example, the lead designer stated the need to "identify ligands that bind \[substrate binding\] to members of these protein families" ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}), but there are a range of CURAs that a student may need to employ to identify substrate binding. It was therefore clear to us that the responses to the open-ended surveys tended to reveal only less-than-optimal participant knowledge and that interviews would be necessary to yield a more thorough articulation of their thinking. Thus, a follow-up interview was conducted with the lead designer (whose survey responses are highlighted in [Tables 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} and [7](#T7){ref-type="table"}) to more deeply understand the open-ended survey responses, to discuss the role of representations mentioned in the survey, and to further probe how scientists perform this type of research, including the reasoning skills that they use ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, arrow B).

###### 

Example of conducting Step 3 of PICURA: Interview

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Excerpt from the interview with the lead designer^a^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Analysis →                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Output: examples of initial CURA ­statements from the provided quote
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Interviewer:** So if you could just kind of talk to me about how these types of representations could be used when kind of forming the hypothesizes about what these proteins functions could potentially be? Like how would you, say, look at the 3D plot or the 2D representation LigPlot+ and start to hypothesize just what these proteins are doing, or if you know you have a good substrate.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    The interview with the lead designer was transcribed verbatim. Then the interview transcript was coded for instances where the participant discussed reasoning with concepts and/or representations (i.e., RM or RC statements). After this, these segments were used to generate initial ability statements.   **RC and RM abilities detected** Count the number of H-bonds in a molecular visualizationDetermine using computational software whether and where a ligand may be binding to a proteinIdentify ligands that bind to members of a protein familyDemonstrate if a substrate binds to an active siteEstimate the relative ligand-binding stability based on the number of protein ligand interactions
  **Lead Designer:** They do their docking studies, they get a number so let's say −8 kcal/mol for binding of a ligand to a protein and so I would like them to be able to *[look]{.ul}* [at a]{.ul} **[LigPlot]{.ul} ± [graph]{.ul}**\[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B\] like this [and say ok I get a]{.ul} −[8 for this one ligand and I get a]{.ul} −[6 for this other one and I would like them to look at this and]{.ul} *[count]{.ul}* [the]{.ul} **[hydrogen bondsRM]{.ul}**, [because the more]{.ul} **[hydrogen bonds]{.ul}**[the more negative the]{.ul} **[free energy]{.ul}**[is when]{.ul} *[binding]{.ul}***[RC]{.ul}**. but to be able to *[compare]{.ul}* [that and then the next thing that they can do is look for a "]{.ul}**[goodness of fit]{.ul}**["\[,or binding, between a protein and a substrate\]]{.ul}**[RC]{.ul}**[.]{.ul}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  **Lead Designer:** They do their docking studies, they get a number so let's say −8 kcal/mol for binding of a ligand to a protein and so I would like them to be able to *[look]{.ul}* [at a]{.ul} **[LigPlot]{.ul} ± [graph]{.ul}**\[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B\] like this [and say ok I get a]{.ul} −[8 for this one ligand and I get a]{.ul} −[6 for this other one and I would like them to look at this and]{.ul} *[count]{.ul}* [the]{.ul} **[hydrogen bondsRM]{.ul}**, [because the more]{.ul} **[hydrogen bonds]{.ul}**[the more negative the]{.ul} **[free energy]{.ul}**[is when]{.ul} *[binding]{.ul}***[RC]{.ul}**. but to be able to *[compare]{.ul}* [that and then the next thing that they can do is look for a "]{.ul}**[goodness of fit]{.ul}**["\[,or binding, between a protein and a substrate\]]{.ul}**[RC]{.ul}**[.]{.ul}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^a^Underlining indicates either an RM or RC (superscript) coded segment with verbs (italics) showing reasoning associated with the noun (bold), which is either a concept or representation.

### Step 3: Findings from the Interview.

To meet Criterion 1, we used the data for all participants from the open-ended survey to inform the design of an interview protocol (see the Supplemental Material). During the interview, to gain greater clarity regarding the open-ended responses, we probed deeper into the nature of the concepts, representations, and related reasoning and how such knowledge is applied by students during the course (Criterion 2). In addition, the lead designer was asked how the representations were generated, what students should be able to extrapolate from them, and what meaning was attached to the different symbolism ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). As shown by the interview quote ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}), by discussing the provided representations with the lead designer, we gained information about how scientists and students use such representations to understand the functions of proteins.

To generate the initial ability statements, we analyzed the interview transcript for direct mention of RC and RM abilities. For example, the lead designer first mentioned how to use a "LigPlot+ graph" to "count the hydrogen bonds" between a ligand and a protein (RM segment, [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}), and how difference in binding energy can come from these interactions, because "the more hydrogen bonds the more negative the free energy is when binding" (RC segment, [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). These interview quotations ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}) provided richer detail of the type of reasoning skills involved in the CURE compared with the responses from the open-ended survey ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}), but together they provided great insight into some potential CURAs (Criterion 2). For example, in Step 2, there was a brief mention of identifying substrate binding ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}), whereas during the interview (Step 3), the lead designer gave a much more detailed explanation of how hydrogen bonds impact the favorability of protein-ligand binding interactions ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the interview data acted as a primary data source for the fine-tuning of specific CURA statements, but such statements were also progressively informed through the previous steps of the process in an iterative manner (Criteria 1 and 2).

After the interview, quotes were coded for RC and RM components. A thought experiment was also conducted to construct the possible CURA statements that would apply to a segment ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}, outputs). An example of this is the interview quote in [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}, in which one RM and two RC segments were noted. These three segments could account for at least five separate initial CURA statements. Because the interview acted as the primary data source for the generation of these initial CURA statements, and because it was the first time that there were in-depth reasoning responses, there was a need to check for alignment with the previous two steps to make sure that the CURA statements generated were also supported by the content analysis and the open-ended survey. Thus, in combination, we were seeking consensus between the different data sources about each CURA (Criterion 3).

Reaching Consensus about the Generated Ability Statements (Steps 4 and 5)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the first part of this section, data from Steps 1--3 of PICURA were highlighted to give an example of the important role of each step in clarifying the nature of the CURAs. In this section, the focus is on the alignment check (Step 4, Criterion 3) and the Likert survey (Step 5, Criterion 4), which together with all the data sources from each step provided a consensus among participants as to which CURAs they considered to be important. Results for two identified CURAs (TR and LR, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) are provided to illustrate this alignment ([Tables 8](#T8){ref-type="table"} and [9](#T9){ref-type="table"}) and consensus process ([Table 10](#T10){ref-type="table"}). These two CURA statements were from the top-rated (TR) group, meaning more consensus about their importance, and the lower-rated (LR) group (less consensus) of statements identified using PICURA. The data presented here are aimed at reinforcing how each step led to greater insight into the nature of each CURA and how its relevance to the curriculum was determined.

###### 

Alignment check (Step 4) for a top-rated (TR) CURA statement showing that the ability statement was supported by Steps 1--3 and each step added greater insight into the finalized CURA statement: Determine using computational software whether and where a ligand may be binding to a protein

  --------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PICURA components           Supporting outputs
  Step 1: Content analysis    **Concepts detected:** Protein motifsProtein homologyStructure--function relationshipsIntermolecular forces: protein--ligand interactions **Representations detected:** Various computer-generated protein structures (e.g., LigPlot+ and ProMOL representations)
  Step 2: Open-ended survey   "We use protein sequence alignment to find similar proteins with known function, we use domain analysis to find proteins with similar domain composition, we use structure alignment to find similar structures with known functions, we use docking to simulate interactions between enzyme and possible substrate to try to choose more likely substrate. Each type of computational evidence does not generate one answer, but rather a list that can be ordered."
  Step 3: Interview           "\[A student\] could *look at* the binding of two **ligands** to a protein that the **ligands** are almost identical, they're slightly different and see that you know, let's say, one ligand has a benzene ring attached to it and the other one doesn't, and the one with the benzene ring binds with 2 kilocalories per mole better than one without it, and so I would hope that they would look at that and say I need to find out where that benzene ring *interacts* to cause that much better binding. And that sort of thing, so by having them look at the results they obtained... **computationally** in one **program** but then *test* that in either another **program** or \[run an assay in the lab\]."
  --------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Alignment check (Step 4) for a low-rated (LR) CURA statement showing that the ability statement was supported by Steps 1--3 and each step added greater insight into the finalized CURA statement: Recognize how proteins that are closely related by evolution can have dramatically different functions

  PICURA components           Supporting outputs
  --------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Step 1: Content analysis    **Concepts detected:** Protein motifsProtein homologyStructure--function relationships **Representations detected:** Amino acid single-letter code alignmentSuperimposed protein ribbon structures
  Step 2: Open-ended survey   "Some favor sequence homology to suggest function. While that is useful in some cases, I prefer a strong component of structural homology to suggest function.""I use sequence and structural data to find similar proteins with a known or hypothesized function."No specific mention of how related proteins can have different functions
  Step 3: Interview           "Just because you have a **catalytic triad** that doesn't mean that an enzyme will cut proteins, maybe it will cut lipids, maybe it will cut something else. I'm hoping that they'll have *some sort of grasp* on the **physical nature of proteins,** you know, like the molecular weight of proteins, how they behave"

###### 

Example of two CURA statements from the two-tier Likert survey

       Likert question 1   Likert question 2                    
  ---- ------------------- ------------------- ---- --- --- --- -----
  TR   0                   0                   10   1   2   7   +17
  LR   2                   5                   3    2   1   7   +9

Counts represent the number of participants selecting a given response.

^a^Examples of top-rated (TR) and lower-rated (LR) ability statements (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for full description of the CURA statements).

### Step 4: Ability Alignment Check across the PICURA Steps.

As described in the preceding sections, the ability statements were initially generated as the output for the interview in Step 3 of PICURA ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). This is demonstrated by how the interview quotes informed the generation of ability statements ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). During the interview, the participant discussed a detailed example in support of a top-rated ability statement ([Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"}) by outlining how computational programs can be used to determine whether a ligand was binding and where it could be binding. This was also indicated in the open-ended survey response, in which it was mentioned that the alignment programs inform hypotheses about function and candidate substrates, whereas the docking simulation produces a ranked list of how likely the candidate substrates bind to a protein ([Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"}). This CURA statement is also supported by the content analysis (Step 1), in which the concepts of motifs, homology, and ligand binding were determined to be prominent themes throughout the protocols, along with the representations from computational software that were used to depict enzymes' active sites ([Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"}). The amount of evidence gained in support of this CURA as we progressed from Step 1 to Steps 2 and 3 of PICURA supports why it was rated highly in Step 5 (Criteria 3 and 4; [Tables 8](#T8){ref-type="table"} and [10](#T10){ref-type="table"}).

Additionally, there was evidence for the lower-rated CURA statement ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) from the interview (Step 3) in which the participant discussed the idea that just because two enzymes have a similar active-site structure does not necessarily mean that they will have the same function, which could be quite different ([Table 9](#T9){ref-type="table"}). However, protein similarity (or homology) was discussed in a different context in the open-ended survey (Step 2) and content analysis (Step 1; Criterion 3; [Table 9](#T9){ref-type="table"}). Here, homology is used for hypothesis generation for a protein's function and not to emphasize that, although homologous, related proteins can have distinctly different functions ([Table 9](#T9){ref-type="table"}). A low WR score was measured for this item, mainly because this CURA received very few marks for being covered in this course only and had two responses each for "not in this course" and "unimportant" (Criterion 4; [Table 10](#T10){ref-type="table"}).

It is also important to note that the alignment check for this CURE did not generate any CURA statements that were seriously misaligned. However, there were instances of CURA statements having their wording refined as part of Step 4. For example, the LR example shown in [Table 9](#T9){ref-type="table"} was originally worded as "Realize that common protein homologies can lead to drastically different behavior" but was modified to "Recognize how proteins that are closely related by evolution can have dramatically different functions" to more deeply clarify this CURA statement. Member checking, with the lead designer, and comparing the CURA statements for overlap also led to more concise wording for each statement before the Likert survey was administered (Step 5).

### Step 5: Evaluating the Importance of the CURA Statements with the Likert Survey.

The two-tier Likert survey served three main roles: 1) to confirm the relevance of the generated CURA statements to the curriculum and the ability of PICURA to detect such CURAs, 2) to check for agreement among instructors about the relative importance of the CURAs, and 3) to narrow down the number of CURAs that could be used for student assessment design. Again, two selected CURA examples ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) are used to demonstrate how Step 5 of PICURA was conducted to reach a final set of CURA statements ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

From the Likert survey data in [Table 10](#T10){ref-type="table"}, a WR score of +17 suggested strong agreement between participants that a top-rated CURA was unique to this lab course (10/10) and was important for conducting this type of research (7/10). In contrast, a WR score of +9 for the lower-rated CURA suggested that there was less agreement among participants about how unique this ability was to this CURE, although it was generally considered to be important (7/10) to this field of research.

This final Likert step acted in two ways to confirm the importance of the selected CURAs. The first way was through the WR score ([Table 10](#T10){ref-type="table"}), which reflected the extent of agreement between each answer to the two-tier Likert survey. This permitted the selection of the most appropriate CURAs for the curriculum (Criterion 4). However, that is not to say that lower-rated CURAs are inappropriate or highly relevant to individual implementations of the CURE, rather, at this time, they are not as relevant across all institutions as the top-rated CURAs. Second, PICURA was used to identify CURAs for this CURE through unbiased data. For this implementation of PICURA, the WR scores could have ranged from −20 to +20 (see *How to Apply the Five Steps of PICURA* section for Step 5 and [Eq. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). However, the lowest-rated CURA statement actually received a WR score of +3.5, meaning all CURA statements had a degree of agreement about uniqueness and importance. This is consistent with the data that were generated for the lower-rated statement, in which the concepts identified in Step 1 were covered by this CURA. However, excerpts from Step 2 and Step 3 show how the concepts pertaining to homology were used in differing ways ([Table 9](#T9){ref-type="table"}), so that a lower WR score was not surprising ([Table 10](#T10){ref-type="table"}). Thus, this process made it possible to find relevant candidate ability statements and to prioritize the CURA statements for future assessment development and to guide CURE evaluation (Criteria 2 and 4).

CONCLUSION
==========

This essay reports on the development and application of a novel five-step process (PICURA) for the rigorous identification of the ALOs, specifically the CURAs, considered by the instructors as key to student learning in our biochemistry CURE. The scientists and educators involved with this project found that, without much effort, PICURA led them to agree on ALOs, so that they are now ready to design relevant assessments to identify the actual VLOs for their CURE. In addition, we have described a novel way to interpret two-tier Likert-scale questions by using weighted relevance to rate the CURAs according to consensus of importance. We have demonstrated that PICURA ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), guided by the CRM model ([@B33]), generates four data sources---from course materials/content analysis, an open-ended survey, an interview, and a Likert survey---that can be aligned in a consensus process with instructors to effectively identify, fine-tune, and prioritize specific CURA statements for our biochemistry CURE. Thus, we believe that PICURA meets our stated criteria. First, the process is iterative, in that the data generated by each step inform the development and design of the instrument used in the subsequent step (Criterion 1). Second, the data are additive, in that each part of the process yields more clarity on the nature of the CURAs (Criterion 2). Third, the data from each step of the process combine well to achieve consensus and internal alignment about the CURAs (Criterion 3). Finally, the process permits the prioritization of the CURAs in terms of the level of consensus about the importance and relevance of the CURAs to the course (Criterion 4). In addition, we found that the techniques of PICURA (outlined in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) are user-friendly and that it was an efficient way to collect and process the data from participant instructors.

It should be emphasized that using PICURA led to the identification of what the participant instructors considered the most important CURAs (ALOs) for their specific context within this specific biochemistry CURE at this point in time and, therefore, it should not be assumed that these are generalizable CURAs that will necessarily be relevant to other institutions performing the same CURE now and later. Indeed, as is the case for all courses, it is likely that the emphasis on certain ALOs will continually change, necessitating a new application of PICURA as and when required. It should also be noted that PICURA is aimed at identifying the ALOs, with the longer-term goal of using such ALOs to inform the design of assessments that will yield student responses that will allow instructors to check whether what they anticipate students will learn (ALOs) equates to verified learning outcomes (VLOs). As stated by [@B3], if this crucial alignment does not exist, instructors will need to either modify the ALOs of the course and/or the nature of the assessment to ensure that all ALOs are adequately assessed and that no assessments target the wrong ALOs.

In the context in which PICURA was developed, the CURAs identified are intended to be higher-order biochemistry research abilities, rather than technical abilities like being able to pipette or do SDS--PAGE, which, although important for researchers, can be easily assessed by checking a box that says "yes" or "no" as to whether the student can do it. As is apparent from the data presented above, the ALOs we sought to identify would reflect the scientific reasoning and problem-solving abilities necessary for students to become competent and effective researchers in the area of biochemistry focused on by our CURE. Future use of PICURA will more fully establish to what extent the steps in this process may achieve this goal for other CUREs.

The goals of PICURA are also in agreement with the tenets of curriculum theory that advocate for the importance of ongoing course development throughout the life of a course, including periodic review of the ranking of the expected learning statements ([@B3]). This is an important component of PICURA in the CURE context, because the CURAs may change as new instructors join, instructors gain more experience, the CURE becomes more widely disseminated, and, most importantly, the research being conducted within a CURE evolves. The nature of CUREs means that, as more cohorts conduct research and novel findings are added to the collective understanding of the research being conducted, the goals of the CURE will surely change. Although the WR scores may fluctuate, as long as the protocols, techniques, and research questions remain unchanged, the CURAs will remain relevant to that CURE.

Future work will involve using PICURA to generate an entire taxonomy of CURAs for our biochemistry CURE. A taxonomy of this kind, besides informing the relevant cognition component for assessments according to the assessment triangle ([@B27]), could act as a framework to study additional, and deeper, reasoning about the focus of our biochemistry CURE. In this regard, we agree with [@B36], who identify various assessments that are available, some of which are widely used but many of which were designed for a specific context and may not meet the unique qualities of another CURE.

In conclusion, PICURA clearly permitted the participant instructors to think more deeply about the ALOs of this CURE and their particular use of the CURE in their own context than would happen if a single instructor had brainstormed the ALOs alone. This approach, in our view, is key to situations in which a particular course is run across multiple institutions, as is the case for our biochemistry CURE.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF PICURA
================================

Although the data presented in this essay are not intended to imply generalizability to other CUREs, we do recommend that colleagues test PICURA's usefulness in their own contexts. PICURA may be particularly useful for collaborative courses across multiple institutions and for courses in which several instructors need to come up with a set of abilities that are relevant across settings. Additionally, the nature of the process will allow a collaborative team to optimize the ALOs and come closer to what students will really learn in order to better inform course assessment development by instructors. Though this process was developed in an upper-division biochemistry CURE, this process should be transferable across education levels, disciplines, and course formats in ways that could be useful to education researchers, instructors, and administrators. There may be a need to customize some of the steps for these other purposes. However, we suggest that any modifications to the process should primarily be to the inputs, specifically the questions given to instructors, while still applying the simple structure of the process itself ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, administrators could use the results of this process to inform decisions concerning implementation of educational policy and reform and to gain greater insight into the role a particular course serves within a department or institutional curriculum. This may lead to the adoption of more CURE curricula and their dissemination.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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